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Molecular dynamics simulations of polymer transport in nanocomposites
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Molecular dynamics simulations on the Kremer–Grest bead-spring model of polymer melts are used
to study the effect of spherical nanoparticles on chain diffusion. We find that chain diffusivity is
enhanced relative to its bulk value when polymer-particle interactions are repulsive and is reduced
when polymer-particle interactions are strongly attractive. In both cases chain diffusivity assumes its
bulk value when the chain center of mass is about one radius of gyrationRg away from the particle
surface. This behavior echoes the behavior of polymer melts confined between two flat surfaces,
except in the limit of severe confinement where the surface influence on polymer mobility is more
pronounced for flat surfaces. A particularly interesting fact is that, even though chain motion is
strongly speeded up in the presence of repulsive boundaries, this effect can be reversed by pinning
one isolated monomer onto the surface. This result strongly stresses the importance of properly
specifying boundary conditions when the near surface dynamics of chains are studied. ©2005
American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1874852g
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of polymer melts and concentrated s
tions in the bulk have been extensively studied both ex
mentally and by computer simulations.1,2 For chain length
shorter than the entanglement value, the self-diffusion c
ficient D scales asD,N−1, whereas for longer chains it
asymptotically expected to vary asD,N−2. The issue o
polymer mobility near interfaces is more complicated, s
it may be expected to be strongly influenced by polym
surface interactions and surface topography. While the
namics of polymer melts near flat interfaces is relatively
understood,3 polymer chain motion in nanocomposites w
addressed only recently.4–7 Several computational studies
this area shed light into the issue of glass transition tem
ture in nanoparticle filled melts, as well as the effect of
face interactions on melt diffusion and viscosity.7,8 However,
the majority of simulation studies of polymer melts w
nanofiller were limited to short chains. Thus, there is ha
any separation of monomer-scale related structural fea
from the polymer-chain scale. In contrast, experiment
nanofilled polymers cover a broad range of the degre
polymerization and focus on systems where there is a
separation of length scales.

In this paper we investigate the motion of model po
mer melts composed of chains with a relatively high de
of polymerizationsN=80d filled with solid nanoparticles u
ing molecular dynamics simulations. The key questions
we address are the following:sid What is the effect o
polymer-particle interaction on the polymer and particle
namics?sii d What is the spatial extent of the influence of
particle surface on polymer chain mobility?siii d Are the con
formations and dynamics of the polymer chain differen

curved and flat surfaces?
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The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we desc
the details of the simulation model and methods. In
III A we examine the effect of polymer-nanoparticle inter
tion strength and particle volume fraction on polymer
nanoparticle diffusion. In Sec. III B we contrast these fi
ings with polymer mobility on flat surfaces. Brief conc
sions are presented in Sec. IV.

II. SIMULATION MODEL AND PROCEDURE

The molecular dynamicssMDd simulations employ th
bead-spring polymer-chain model proposed by Kremer
Grest.9–11 Interactions between all pairs of monomers are
scribed by a purely repulsive potential derived by trunca
and shifting a Lennard-JonessLJd potential at its minimum
Usrd=4«fss / rd12−ss / rd6g+« for r ,21/6s, and Usrd=0 for
r .21/6s. This potential is also known as the WC
potential.12 All lengths are reported in units ofs. Adjacen
bonded monomers interact via a stiff FENE potenti13

which constrains the bond length to,1. The combined e
fect of the LJ and FENE potentials prevents chains f
crossing each other. In the majority of MD simulations,
cluding those for the neat polymer and for polymers fi
with nanoparticles, we considered 30 chains of lengtN
=80 monomer units. We used a reduced polymer de
r* =rs3=0.85 wherer is the monomer number density; t
density corresponds to that of a dense melt. With thes
rameters, the edge size of the cubic simulation cell was,14,
which is about three times radius of gyration of theN=80
chainsRg,4.7d. Periodic boundary conditions are emplo
in all three directions. To investigate possible finite size
fects we performed several simulations for systems
times larger by volumes9600 monomersd with correspond

ing simulation box edge size,22s,5Rgd. A simple velocity

© 2005 American Institute of Physics10-1
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rescaling thermostat is used to set the temperatureT=« /kB,
wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant. Finally, in all simulatio
we used a MD time step equal to 0.005t, where t
=s« /ms2d1/2.

Nanoparticles were modeled as analytically smo
spheres of “LJ-continuum”ssee Fig. 1d. Each particle is com
prised of an outer two-dimensionals2Dd shell sof thickness
=0d and an inner 3D bulk sphere region. The potential
ergy of interaction of a monomer with a particle is divid
into two parts: the first originates from the inner 3D c
tinuum sphere of radius 1.5, while the second is from
outer 2D continuum of radiusR=2 and thickness=0ssee
Appendix Ad. We follow the ideas of Steele and integrate
interactions between all particles in the particle and a c
monomer, and choose to use this model since it is com
tionally more efficient than considering a nanoparticle
cluster of explicit atoms. Since the hard core radius
monomer is,0.5, the effective radius of the nanoparticle
R=s2+0.5d=2.5 si.e., a diameter of 5,Rg of chains o
length 80d. The density of the interior 3D layer isrBs3

=1.05 which corresponds to the density of a crystal
closed packedsfccd arrangement of monomers. The den
of the outer 2D shell isrss

2=0.94, corresponding to th
density of as111d fcc plane.

Three types of nanoparticle-polymer interactions
studied, these are labeled as “repulsive,” “attractive,”
“strongly attractive,” respectively. The repulsive particle
volves only integrals of the repulsive partr−12 of the LJ
potential. For computational simplicity we only kept
leading term of the integral overr−12, which reproduces th
complete integral for short monomer-particle separations
only causes minor errors at larger separations. The lea
term for the repulsive potential, arising from the 2D c
tinuum shell, isssee Appendix A for derivationd

UNj
2Dr =

4p«rss
12R

5rsr − Rd10 , s1d

where r is the radial distance between the centers of
monomer and the nanoparticle. The leading term cont
tion from the 3D continuum bulk is

UNj
3Dr =

4p«s12rBf9sR− s/2d − rg
360rfr − sR− s/2dg9 . s2d

The total potential for a repulsive particle is the summa
of the potentials from the 2D shell and 3D continuum,

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the interactions between a chain
mer and a nanoparticle. The interactions are divided into two parts, the
2D shell and inner 3D bulk.
spectively.
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The attractive particle involves integrals with the att
tive r−6 of the LJ potential in addition to the repulsive c
tributions discussed above. We also kept just the lea
term, which for the 2D continuum shell is

UNj
2Da = −

4p«rss
6R

2rsr − Rd4 s3d

and the attractive part due to the 3D continuum bulk is

UNj
3Da = −

4p«rBs6f3sR− s/2d − rg
12rfr − sR− s/2dg3 . s4d

The total potential for the attractive particle model is
summation of all the 2D and 3D contributions, i.e., b
repulsive and attractive parts. Finally, the potential for
strongly attractive particle is five times larger in magnit
than the potential for the attractive particle.

The structures are prepared by starting with low-den
polymer melts with or without nanoparticles. We then gra
ally decrease the volume of the simulation cell, over sev
million MD steps, until the reduced density of 0.85
reached. In the case of melts filled with nanoparticles
melt density is kept constant by increasing the volum
simulation cell by the effective volume occupied by
nanoparticles. Consequently, in all our studies the hydro
pressure is equal to,15« /s3. In the next step we equi
brated all structures over a time interval such that each
has moved at least 2Rg. Such equilibrated structures are th
used as starting structures for production runs ofs20–50d
3106 MD steps over which we collect structural and
namical data.

In the majority of the simulations we place one nano
ticle at the center of the cubic simulation cell, i.e., we si
late a particle volume fraction of 2.5%. The particle volu
fraction is varied by accommodating two particlessplaced a
the bcc sites of the cubic simulation celld or with four par-
ticles splaced at the fcc sitesd in a series of simulation
These last two cases correspond to particle volume frac
of 5% and 10%, respectively.

Initially, we fixed the positions of the nanoparticles. T
leads, however, to unphysically high polymer chain di
sion. We deduce this as being caused by the fact tha
interactions of polymer chains with stationary particles re
in a net stochastic force acting on the center of mass o
polymer melt. This leads to a diffusive motion of the ce
of mass of the polymer melt, which is very significant
small system sizes involved in MD simulations. On the o
hand, in real nanocomposites, the typical nanoparticle
10–20 nm in size, and thus much heavier than the pol
chains. Consequently they can be considered to be stati
Therefore, to be able to mimic this condition, we simula
stationary particles. However, we use a corrective proce
to eliminate the center of mass motion of the polymer m
We calculate the total force acting on the polymer mel
the stationary nanoparticles at each time step. We then
an equal and opposite force uniformly distributed ove
monomers. For several cases we ran simulations with m
particles without any correcting forces and obtained the s

-
r

chain diffusion coefficients as with the corrected immobile
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particle simulations. To test for the role of mass of the
ticles when they were mobile we considered two case
the first case, since the radius of the nanoparticle is five t
larger than that of a monomer, its mass was chosen
53=125 times greater. In the second case the nanoparti
four times heavier than the former.

Systems involving flat surfaces consist of polymer m
sandwiched between two plates which are modeled, ak
the nanoparticles, as consisting of a 2D continuum su
and a 3D semi-infinite bulk LJ continuum. The associa
potential was obtained by analytical integration, but it
also be obtained by taking the limit where the nanopar
radius approaches infinity. For flat surface systems we
studied cases where either the ends of several polymer c
or just severalN=1 monomers were grafted to the surface
this case it was important to remove the net force actin
the polymer melt, in the same manner as for stationary
ticles, to eliminate spurious effects of the center of m
movement. Systems with flat surfaces are periodic in the
in-plane directions.

III. RESULTS

A. Nanoparticle-polymer system

1. Chain structure

We first analyze the structural characteristics releva
chain immobilization at particle surfaces. Figure 2sad shows
the nanoparticle-monomer radial distribution functiongsrd
for all three interaction types, repulsive, attractive,
strongly attractive. The corresponding potentials of m
force W/kBT=−ln gsrd are shown in Fig. 2sbd. As seen from
Fig. 2, increasing attraction leads to a more pronounced
ering of monomers at the particle surface. There is als
increase in the potential barrier, which is characterized a
energy required for monomer exchange from the first to
second shell. The potential barrier for attractive and re
sive particles is,2kBT and 1kBT, respectively. In contras
the barrier for the strongly attractive particle is,5kBT.

This large potential barrier translates into more p
nounced monomer trapping at the particle surface. We
acterized the trapping time by considering the total num
of monomer entries from the second shell to the first she
a function of time, and found that the repulsive and the
tractive particles behave in essentially the same mann
this context. However, the strongly attractive particle yie
about five times longer monomer residence times in the
shell. Based on this result we only considered the repu
and strongly attractive particles in the diffusion studies
the dynamics involving attractive particles is very simila
that of the repulsive particles.

2. Chain diffusion in the presence of isolated filler

To measure the diffusion coefficient of the chains we
the systems typically up to times of 100 000t, and analyze
the mean square displacement of the center of ma

13
chains:
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g3std = kfrc.m.st2d − rc.m.st1dg2l, s5d

wheret= t2− t1 and the outer brackets denote averaging
time and all chains in the system. The diffusion coefficienD
results from the application of the Einstein equation:g3std
=6Dt. In Fig. 3, we showg3std for the neat melt and me
with a single repulsive and a strongly attractive particle
spectively. The self-diffusion coefficient for a neat system

FIG. 2. sad The particle-monomer radial distribution functiongsrd as a func
tion of radial distance for repulsive, attractive, and strongly attractive
tem, respectively. Molecular layering is observed in all cases, and is
pronounced for the strongly attractive system.sbd The potential of mea
force Wsrd /kBT as a function ofr for repulsive, attractive, and strong
attractive systems. The potential barrier for movement between firs
second shells is significantly larger than the thermal energy for str
attractive systems.

FIG. 3. Center of mass diffusiong3std, averaged over all chains, as a fu
tion of time for the neat polymersbulkd and for nanofilled systems. T
long-time slope of this graph gives us the diffusion coefficientD. The value
of D is highest for the repulsive nanoparticles, followed successively b

melt and the strongly attractive particle system.
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chains of lengthN=80 is sDt /s2d=s2.85±0.1d310−3. The
presence of a repulsive nanoparticle results in the enh
ment of the motion of chains, and the strongly attrac
nanoparticle decreases their mobility. While the lower c
diffusion due to immobilization of chains induced by
particle-polymer attraction is expected, increased diffu
with repulsive surfaces is less obvious. We also note
since our surfaces are analytically smooth, the chains
slide along them with no energy penaltys“slip” boundary
conditiond. This enhanced diffusivity appears to be consis
with results of recent experiments14 and simulations15 where
it was demonstrated that weakly bonding or repulsive in
faces leads to a lowering of the viscosity with respect to
neat system.

Our simulation cell size is only about factor of 3 lar
than the polymer-chain radius of gyration. To assess fi
size effects, we carried out simulations for a system
four nanoparticles and four times the volume of the for
simulation box. The density was maintained at 0.85 and
volume fraction of nanoparticles at 2.5%. We performed
sets of simulations for systems with strongly attractive
ticles and repulsive particles. The diffusion coefficien
both cases was found to be within ±5% of the correspon
results obtained for the small box single nanoparticle s
lations, suggesting that finite size effects probably pla
minimal role in this context.

We now evaluate chain mobility as a function of dista
from the particle surface to obtain a more detailed un
standing of the observed diffusion behavior. We assign
dynamic properties of chains to spherical shells of thick
Rg/3 around the particlesrecall that forN=80, Rg=4.7d ac-
cording to the position of the chain center of mass at the
of origin, i.e., t1 in Eq. s5d. Thus, we monitor the mea
square displacementsMSDd for each shell independently. W
note that this procedure does not rigorously yield diffus
coefficients, since some chains will leave the shell be
meaningful slopes from MSD can be obtained. However
results are still indicative of the local chain diffusion coe
cient.

In Fig. 4, we show the shell by shell value of the dif
sion coefficient normalized by the value for the neat m
Clearly, for the repulsive particle, the mobility near the na
particle surface is enhanced by about 20% over the
value. The distance required for the diffusion coefficien
reach its bulk value is,Rg. Strongly attractive particles r
duce the mobility by roughly 40% near the particle surfa
with bulklike behavior being recovered about anRg from the
surface.

3. Particle concentration effects on chain transport

The single particle simulations yielded overall diffus
coefficient changes of the order of 10% from the bulk va
In contrast,,20% –40% changes are observed near the
ticle surface. To observe more pronounced changes i
overall diffusion coefficient we performed simulations w
two and four nanoparticles in the simulation box, i.e.,
ticle volume fractions of 5% and 10%, respectively.
shown in Fig. 5 for the particle volume fraction of 10%,

average chain diffusion coefficient is reduced by a factor of 2
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with a strongly attractive particle. Even more interestin
the case of repulsive particles, where the diffusion coeffic
initially increases with increasing particle concentration,
then it reaches a maximum and decreases with furthe
creases in particle concentration. Our results appear to
gest that, while the initial particle concentration depend
of the diffusion coefficient reflects polymer-particle inter
tions, higher concentrations always lead to a reduction o
diffusion coefficient. We surmise that this might arise fr
simply geometrical reasons where diffusion eventually
comes strongly affected by the presence of tortuous pa
systems with large filler concentrations.

We note that all observed changes in the diffusion
purely dynamical in the sense that the conformation o
polymer chains remains essentially unchanged16–19 as dem
onstrated in Tables I and II, where we list the radius of
ration for neat systems and for a number of filled syst
with repulsive and attractive interactions and a range of
ume fractions. Our results are a bit surprising that eve
10% volume fraction, where the particle-particle, surface
surface separation is equal to only oneRg, the polymers ar
not squeezed. This result is, however, consistent with

FIG. 4. The local diffusion coefficientD, normalized to the bulk value, as
function of r. For the repulsive particle the diffusion coefficient is highe
the surface. It gradually decreases to the bulk value. Similarly, the diff
coefficient near the surface is lowest for strongly attractive particle ind
ing that the chains are less mobile. In both cases the bulk value is rec
,Rg away from the particle surface.

FIG. 5. The normalized overall diffusion coefficient as a function of vol

fraction of nanoparticles for the repulsive and the strongly attractive system.
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recent findings of Vacatelloet al.16 and is rationalized by th
well known fact that the polymer coil obeys Gaussian
statistics only in a time averaged manner. At any given
stant the polymer assumes an elliptical shape, with the
of the longest to the shortest semiaxis equal to about 10.20 So
as is the case with flat surfaces,21 instead of squeezing a
changing shape, elliptical coils reorient themselves ne
between particles, thus preserving their overall size eve
der strong confinement.

4. Particle transport

We also investigated how the interactions affect nano
ticle diffusion. For these studies, as described in Sec. II,
ticles were mobile and assigned with a mass either 125
the mass of monomersi.e., mass proportional to volumed or
500 times the mass of monomer. We are motivated to s
the mass dependence since the ideas embodied in the
equation would imply that the mass of the particle shoul
an irrelevant variable in this context, i.e.,

D =
kBT

dh
, s6d

whereh is the viscosity of the embedding medium andd is
the diameter of the sphere diffusing in the fluid. The di
sion coefficient was obtained in a similar manner as
chains, from the slope of theg3std fsee Eq.s5dg of the particle
as function of time, which was averaged over the en
simulation run of 203106 MD steps. According to Table II

TABLE I. Comparison of radius of gyrationRg for systems with and with
out repulsive nanoparticles for different chain lengthsN at 2.5% volume
fraction of nanoparticles.

Radius of gyrationsRgd

Chain lengthsNd Neat system Repulsive

10 1.478±0.002 1.477±0.003
20 2.21±0.01 2.21±0.01
30 2.77±0.02 2.77±0.01
40 3.29±0.03 3.22±0.02
60 4.05±0.02 4.04±0.01
80 4.69±0.05 4.68±0.05
120 5.85±0.08 5.72±0.1

TABLE II. Comparison of the radius of gyrationRg for systems containin
repulsive and strongly attractive nanoparticles for different chain lengN
at 5% and 10% volume fraction of nanoparticles. There was no appre
change found in the radius of gyration of polymer chains even at
nanoparticle concentration.

Radius of gyrationsRgd

Chain length
sNd

5% volume
fraction

10% volume
fraction

Strongly attractive particle

60 4.02±0.04 4.04±0.04

80 4.57±0.05 4.69±0.05
120 5.86±0.1 5.79±0.1

Repulsive particle 80 4.67±0.05 4.69±0.0
Downloaded 29 Apr 2005 to 128.113.37.95. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the particle diffusion coefficient is actually higher than
the embeddingN=80 chains in the case of the repuls
interactions. This is an expected result considering tha
particle has about the same volume as a polymer chain,
is much more compact and not entangled.

For the strongly attractive particle the diffusion coe
cient is ten times smaller than of the repulsive particle.
dramatic decrease is associated with the formation o
“cage” of immobilized chains around the particle. Inter
ingly, the mobility of chains even at the particle surfac
different only by about a factor of 2 for repulsive and att
tive particles. In view of this, the behavior of the particle
be viewed as reflecting a collective sluggish effect, whic
much more pronounced in comparison with the reduced
bility of individual chains.

Another interesting observation is that the particle s
diffusion coefficient depends on the particle mass, for
repulsive and attractive polymer-particle interactions, an
larger for the lighter particle. According to Eq.s6d the par-
ticle diffusivity should be mass independent. The underl
assumption of the validity of Eq.s6d is that the time sca
associated with motions of particles in the medium is m
smaller than the relaxation time scale of the Brownian
tion of the particle. This is clearly not the case, as par
and polymer chains have similar masses and comparab
fusivities. In separate simulations of nanoparticle diffusio
a monomer meltsN=1d we observed, indeed, that the dif
sivity of the nanoparticle is mass independent, as in this
there is good separation of time scales associated with m
mer and nanoparticle motion. In both cases, we found
value of diffusion coefficient of the nanoparticle
0.035±0.002ss2/td. Alder and co-workers22 showed that th
mutual diffusion coefficient is mass dependent, and i
creases with increasing mass for similar size particles.
simulations involve diffusion of a large particle, which is
case in Brownian motion described by Eq.s6d.

B. Thin films

In the simulations described in the preceding section
studied the motion of polymer chains in the presenc
nanoparticles. The sizes of the particles are comparab
the polymerRg. A natural question is if the particle curvatu

e

TABLE III. The diffusion coefficient of chains and the nanoparticle
strongly attractive nanoparticle and repulsive nanoparticle systems co
ing heavy, light, and stationary nanoparticles.

Diffusion coefficientss2/td1000

Heavy Light Stationary

Repulsive particle
Chains 3.3±0.2 3.1±0.2 3.3±0.2

Particle 4.5±0.2 7.2±0.4 0.00

Strongly attractive particle
Chains 2.7±0.2 2.7±0.25 2.4±0.

Particle 0.43±0.05 0.7±0.05 0.00
plays an important role. To address this issue we studied
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polymer melts confined between two flat surfaces, at
same density and temperature as in the case of particle
systems.

Figure 6 shows polymer-chain diffusivity as a funct
of position for the case of chains confined between two
pulsive plates. As in the case of spherical particles, the
fusivity is enhanced,15% near the surface and reaches
bulk value,1.2Rg away from the surface.23–25 Chains con
fined between strongly attractive plates exhibit a,50% re-
duction of diffusivity near the surface. Similarly, the b
mobility is attained about 1.6Rg away from the surfacessee
Fig. 7d. As the plates are brought closer the diffusivity, e
in the middle of the film, does not regain the bulk value
at the plate-to-plate distance of 1.5Rg there is no observab
chain diffusivity ssee Fig. 7d.

We do not observe similar confinement induced “gla
fication” in systems with strongly attractive spherical p
ticles, even with surface-to-surface distance ofRg si.e., at
10% volume fraction of particlesd. This difference migh
originate from the fact that spherical particles do not con
the polymer as effectively as planar surfaces. In addition
to curvature of the nanoparticles, the strength of the poly

FIG. 6. The normalized diffusion coefficient as a function of distance
a flat surface for repulsive and attractive surfaces. The first shell, nea
the surface, has a width ofRg, while all other shells have a width of 0.5Rg.

FIG. 7. The same as Fig. 6, but only for strongly attractive flat surface
various surface-to-surface distances. For the system in which surfac
separated at a distance of 8 all the chains are immobilized due to co
ment. The widths of the sampling shells for a plate separation of 24
same as for Fig. 6. For a plate separation of 16, the first shell has a wi
0.67Rg, and the rest are 0.33Rg in thickness. For systems of thickness 8,

first and second shells are 0.33Rg in width and the third is 0.167Rg.

Downloaded 29 Apr 2005 to 128.113.37.95. Redistribution subject to AIP
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surface attraction is larger for flat surfaces.26 To illustrate this
issue we compare the nanoparticle-monomer radial dis
tion functiongsrd for the strongly attractive nanoparticle s
tem with a monomer distribution function in the direct
normal to the flat strongly attractive platefFig. 8sadg. The
first peak for the flat surfaces is 30% higher than for
curved surfaces, substantiating this notion. The corresp
ing potential of mean force is shown in Fig. 8sbd. The poten
tial barrier for monomer exchange between the first and
ond shell is almost three times higher for the flat surfa
sNote that the plot for the flat surface is shifted by 1.8 in
direction normal to the plate for better visualization.d

Finally, we explore the effect of the surface inhomo
neity and polymer grafting on the diffusion of unbond
chains. First we attached two isolated monomers to eac
surface through the use of FENE springs. The surfac
repulsive to all chain monomers. As shown in Fig. 9, des
the low density of attached monomers, they essentially e
nate the enhanced diffusivity of chains in the vicinity of
surface. This might be associated with the fact that c
slippage on a smooth plane is arrested by the attached m
mers, which act as obstacles. When, instead of mono
two chains ends are grafted to each surface, the near s
diffusivity of nongrafted chains is reduced to almost hal

o

re
-

f

FIG. 8. sad Comparing the particle-monomer radial distribution func
gsrd for nanoparticle and flat surface systems. Both cases correspo
strongly attractive surface polymer interactions. In the case of the flat
the monomer distribution function is defined as a function of distance
mal to the plates. Molecular layering is more pronounced for flat surf
The flat surface data are shifted by 1.8s for better visualization.sbd Com-
parison of the potential of mean forceWsrd /kBT as a function of radia
distance for these two cases. The potential barrier for movement betwe
first and the second shells is almost three times larger for the flat sur
its bulk value. However, it quickly recovers the bulk value as
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one moves away from the surface. This indicates tha
grafted chain end contributes more to the reduced chain
fusivity rather than the whole grafted chain.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Our results clearly show that chain dimensions in fi
systems are essentially equal to their unperturbed melt v
even up to 10% by volume of filler. These results are in g
agreement with the results of Vacatello5 but not with the
simulations of Mark’s and Mattice’s18 research groups17 and
the experiments of Nakataniet al.19 We consequently agre
with Vacatello’s conclusion that the calculations of Ma
which are for single RIS chains, may not properly acco
for the role of the high polymer density in real melts. T
connection of our simulations to the experiments of Naka
is unclear to us. We find that the role of confinement on c
motion is similar in the case of nanofilled polymers and
melts confined between two plates. The chain diffusivit
enhanced by 15%–20% near a repulsive surface and re
by 40%–50% near a strongly attractive surface. The effe
confinement in strongly attractive nanofilled systems is
as strong as in the case of a melt between two plates
sumably due to geometrical reasons. However, we show
even subtle changes in the nature of polymer motion n
boundaryse.g., the introduction of a few pinned monomed
can cause qualitative changes to these results. Our co
sions therefore stress the importance of even subtle fact
determining the transport properties of polymers in fi
polymer melts.
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APPENDIX A: NANOPARTICLE-POLYMER
INTERACTION POTENTIAL

The form of the interaction potential between a nano
ticle and a chain monomer is derived here. Figure 1 sho
schematic representation of the nanoparticle which con
of an inner 3D continuum core of a radius 1.5 and an o
2D continuum shell of radius 2si.e., a 2D shell with thick
ness of 0d. The procedure to obtain the integrated pote
due to thess / rd12 term from the 2D shell is the followin
The potential is given by the integral over the shell,

UNj
2Dr = 4«rsR s12

x12dA, sA1d

wherex is the distance between the monomer and a su
element on the shell,dA. The integral over the shell
thickness=0 can be performed in spherical coordinate
integrating over anglesu and f. The integral overf gives
2p, leading to,

UNj
2Dr = 4«rss

122pR2E
0

p − d cosu

sR2 + r2 − 2Rr cosud6 . sA2d

Changing variables cosu=y, we can simplify the integral i
Eq. sA2d,

UNj
2Dr = 4«rss

122pR2E
1

−1 − dy

sR2 + r2 − 2Rryd6 , sA3d

which after straightforward integration gives,

UNj
2Dr = 4«rss

122pR2F 1

10rRsr − Rd10 −
1

10rRsr + Rd10G ,

sA4d

wherer is the distance between the center of a nanopa
and a chain monomer andR is the effective radius of the 2
shell. For simplicity, we only employ the first term in E
sA4d to represent the potential energy of interaction betw
a chain monomer and a repulsive nanoparticle. This
causes small errors at larger, while for small r it is almost
precisely equal to the full Eq.sA4d.

For the repulsive contribution from the 3D core we
low the same procedure as described above, again ke
only the leading term, and in addition integrating over
radial coordinate leading to Eq.s2d. An analogous procedu
is performed for the attractive parts of the potential, exc
that the integrals over the 2D shell and the 3D core are
for the −ss / rd6 term, rather than for thess / rd12 term.
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